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This Economic Development Strategy has been prepared 

by Tate Economic Research Inc. (TER) on behalf of the 

land owners, FCR (Park Lawn) LP and CPPIB Park Lawn 

Canada Inc., in support of an Official Plan Amendment 

application for the redevelopment of 2150-2194 Lake Shore 

Boulevard West and 23 Park Lawn Road (“the site” or 

“2150 Lake Shore”). This document is also intended to 

provide input into the City’s Secondary Plan for the site 

and immediately adjacent lands. 

CPPIB Park Lawn Canada Inc. and FCR (Park Lawn) LP 

(“First Capital”) are proposing to develop a large-scale 

mixed-use development on lands located at the corner of 

Park Lawn Road and Lake Shore Boulevard West (2150 

Lake Shore Boulevard West) in south Etobicoke. The First 

Capital lands are designated as Site and Area Specific 

Policy 15 (“SASP 15”) within the City of Toronto Official 

Plan.

Policy 15.3 of SASP 15 states that there will be a 

minimum of 98,000 square metres (1,055,000 square feet) 

of non-residential gross floor area on the Site at build out. 

Furthermore, the policy states that at least 51% (538,000 

square feet) must be accommodated for employment uses 

such as major office, medical office light manufacturing 

and creative industries. The remaining 49% (517,000 

square feet) or less, will be accommodated by uses such 

as retail commercial, hotel and warehousing. 

First Capital’s concept plan for the Site development 

proposes a mix of residential and commercial uses, 

developed in phases. The residential component is 

planned to include approximately 7,500 residential units 

within 15 towers. The commercial component is planned 

to include approximately 421,000 square feet of retail 

commercial space, 511,000 square feet of office space and 

248,000 square feet of hotel space. 

In regard to the Office Market Opportunity Analyses 

contained within this Economic Development Strategy, 

TER recognizes that SASP 15 contains requirements for 

a minimum of 538,000 square feet of employment type 

uses. It is our understanding that First Capital’s concept 

1.1 INTRODUCTION

plan is proposing 511,000 square feet of major office uses. 

This report examines the appropriateness and opportunity 

for 511,000 square feet of major office recognizing that 

the remainder of the minimum required space will be 

ancillary to this demand. Similarly, we recognize that 

there are SASP 15 requirements for 517,000 square feet of 

uses such as retail commercial, hotel, and warehousing. 

It is our understanding that the concept plan is proposing 

421,000 square feet of retail commercial uses, which 

excludes the aforementioned uses. This report examines 

the appropriateness and opportunity for the 421,000 

square feet of retail commercial uses. 

Specifically, First Capital has requested TER prepare 

the following: “An Economic Development Strategy that 

identifies opportunities for sustained employment and 

non-residential investment and recommends actions and 

policies to attract businesses and support employment 

growth.”

This Economic Development Strategy has been 

designed to identify the opportunities for sustained 

retail commercial and office development on the Site. In 

addition, it recommends actions and policies to attract 

and support the proposed commercial uses.

ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT STRATEGY 
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The following section summarizes the findings and 

recommendations contained within the Economic 

Development Strategy.

The Site is well located for commercial uses from the 
perspective of market opportunity. It is highly visible 
and accessible via the Gardiner Expressway and 
existing streetcar transit along Lake Shore Boulevard 
West. Future transit improvements in the form of a GO 
Station	on	the	Site	will	significantly	improve	regional	
accessibility to Toronto’s downtown and elsewhere. 

• The Site has excellent exposure to vehicles on the 

Gardiner Expressway to the north. It is directly 

accessible from the Gardiner Expressway via the Park 

Lawn Road exit for eastbound traffic and the Lake 

Shore Boulevard exit for westbound traffic. 

• In terms of public transit, the Site is serviced by the 

501 TTC Streetcar route which runs along Lake Shore 

Boulevard West, directly in front of the Site. There is 

also limited bus service along Park Lawn Road. 

• A future GO Transit station along the Lakeshore West 

Line will significantly improve the Site’s access from a 

regional perspective. A GO Transit station at the Site 

would directly connect it with Toronto’s downtown to 

the east, and various communities located to the west.

A surrounding Local Area and a Market Area 
were	delineated.	These	areas	were	defined	for	the	
purpose	of	assessing	the	competitive	office	and	retail	
commercial environments. 

• The Market Area is the focus of the competitive 

analysis for both retail commercial and office space. 

The Market Area and Local Area are indicated on 

Figure 1-2.

• The Local Area allows for a more in-depth analysis 

of the demand in the area surrounding the Site and 

the influence this demand will have on future retail 

commercial uses planned for the Site.

1.2 SUMMARY OF FINDINGS

There	is	significant	population	growth	forecast	in	both	
the Market Area, and in particular, the Local Area. 
The Local Area is forecast to increase by over 31,300 
persons. 

• Aside from the development proposed at the Site, there 

are 21 residential and mixed-use development projects 

in the planning stage, approved or under construction 

within the Local Area. These 21 developments 

account for 10,448 residential units and an estimated 

population of 18,260 when completed.

• Including potential development for 7,500 residential 

units at the Site, there is forecast population growth of 

approximately 31,300 persons within the Local Area.
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OFFICE MARKET OPPORTUNITIES ANALYSIS

The	Toronto	office	market	has	increased	by	over	60	
million square feet since 2001. However, there has 
been	no	significant	office	development	over	100,000	
square feet in the Market Area.

• The Market Area office market has stayed relatively 

stagnant in the past two decades. There is 

approximately 1.6 million square feet of Class A office 

space in the Market Area, representing 1.3% of the 

City’s Class A office space. 

• The last time a Class A office building over 100,000 

square feet was constructed within the Market Area 

was in 1989. 

• Existing Class A office space within the Market Area is 

clustered near Highway 427 and Dundas Street, Dundas 

Street and Kipling Avenue and Islington Avenue and 

Bloor Street. These office locations provide at grade 

parking and / or direct subway access along Line 2.

• There are five major office proposals within the Market 

Area. The five office developments proposed within 

the Market Area represent approximately 2.3 million 

square feet of Class A office space. None of these 

proposals are located in the Local Area. 

The	Office	Market	Opportunities	Analysis	has	
identified	opportunities	for	sustained	office	
employment and investment. There is forecast 
demand for approximately 3.1 million square feet 
of	office	space	within	the	Market	Area	by	2041.	Of	
these 3.1 million square feet, 2.3 million square feet 
is currently proposed. As such, there is resulting 
demand	for	additional	office	space,	beyond	the	
511,000 square feet proposed at the Site, by 2041.

• There is warranted demand for 3.1 million square feet 

of office space by 2041. This figure compares to the 

2.3 million square feet that is currently proposed. 

• TER expects that not all of the currently proposed space 

will be built in the form / scale currently contemplated, 

due to the evolving nature of the development industry. 

Nonetheless, the amount of space currently proposed 

compared to warranted demand indicates opportunity 

for additional Class A office space in the Market Area, 

beyond the amount proposed. 

• The current development concept being considered 

by First Capital includes 511,000 square feet of office 

space. The TER analysis indicates that there is market 

support for more office space than is being proposed 

at the Site.

• Furthermore, the locational and access characteristics 

of the Site will contribute to its ability to compete 

successfully with the other office buildings proposed. 

RETAIL COMMERCIAL MARKET OPPORTUNITIES 
ANALYSIS

Retail commercial space proposed at the Site will 
compete within the existing retail hierarchy of the 
broader Market Area. The general hierarchy of the 
Market Area is led by CF Sherway Gardens, a super 
regional, upscale shopping centre located to the west.

• There is approximately 8.1 million square feet of retail 

commercial space in the Market Area. This retail 

commercial space is comprised within a variety of 

speciality and community shopping centres, local 

serving retail strips, and mixed-use buildings. 

• The dominant concentration of retail commercial space 

in the Market Area is located in and near CF Sherway 

Gardens. This area is an established speciality, 

destination retail node and attracts shoppers form 

throughout the GTA and beyond. 

• In terms of higher order speciality retailing, the 

proximity of the Site to CF Sherway Gardens and 

surrounding retail commercial concentration will 

impact its ability to attract and retain a significant 

concentration of speciality and destination retail, 

specifically, luxury retailers. 

• The Market Area also contains a number of smaller, 

grocery anchored community sized shopping centres 

and local serving retail commercial strips. These 

ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT STRATEGY 
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concentrations of retail commercial space mainly offer 

convenience shopping with some speciality stores 

dispersed throughout.

• The most competitive retail commercial concentration 

in the vicinity of the Site is Westlake Village, located 

immediately across Park Lawn Road to the west. 

Westlake Village is a mixed-use centre including 

approximately 60,000 square feet of retail commercial 

space and is anchored by a Metro supermarket, 

Shoppers Drug Mart and LCBO. There are several 

mixed-use developments proposed within the Market 

Area that offer a similar convenience function to 

Westlake Village. 

The Retail Commercial Market Opportunities Analysis 
has	identified	opportunities	for	sustained	retail	
commercial	employment	and	investment.	Specifically,	
there is warranted demand for 835,000 square feet 
of new retail commercial space in the Local Area. 
Aside from the Site, there is 314,700 square feet of 
retail commercial space proposed. As such, there 
is resulting warranted demand for approximately 
520,300 square feet of retail commercial space that 
can be accommodated in the Local Area by 2028.

• There is significant growth forecast in the Local Area. 

When accounting for the Site, there are an additional 

31,300 persons forecast for the Local Area. 

• Overall, these new residents will generate demand 

for approximately 1.2 million square feet of retail 

commercial space. 

• It is the opinion of TER that 591,000 square feet 

can be accommodated within the Local Area. This 

capture rate is influenced by the tendency for Local 

Area residents to continue to shop at retail commercial 

nodes located outside of the Local Area.

• There are 15 proposed development applications with 

a retail commercial component that are planned, 

approved or under construction in the Local Area. 

These developments total approximately 314,700 

square feet of proposed retail commercial space. 

• Assuming inflow, there is warranted demand for a 

total of 835,000 square feet of new retail commercial 

space in the Local Area. After accounting for the 

proposed 314,000 square feet, there is remaining 

demand for 520,300 square feet of retail commercial 

space that can be accommodated in the Local Area. 

• The current development concept being considered 

by First Capital includes 421,000 square feet of retail 

commercial space. The TER analysis indicates that 

there is market support for more retail commercial 

space than is being proposed at the Site.
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The following recommendations have been made with 

respect to the findings of this Economic Development 

Strategy. These recommendations are made in regard to 

how sustained business and employment growth at the 

Site can be attracted and supported. 

OFFICE

• Prioritize capital investments in transit infrastructure. 

Transit development on / near the Site is critical 

for employment growth, particularly major office 

employment. Transit investments should be prioritized 

and made expeditiously to attract prospective office 

tenants. Specifically, a GO Transit station would 

provide the Site with direct access to surrounding 

communities and major office nodes, improving its 

competitiveness for office uses. 

• Residential development will be the catalyst for 

commercial development. Specifically, a critical mass 

of residential and retail commercial uses will be 

required to support major office development. At the 

Site, commercial development should be encouraged, 

yet not restricted to an initial phase of development. 

• Ensure that public realm and amenity investments 

are provided for future office space. Specifically, 

these amenities can include parks, fitness facilities, 

and recreational spaces in addition to accessible 

convenience-oriented retailers and services. Providing 

an adequate mix of amenities is critical to attracting 

prospective office tenants, and their respective talent. 

RETAIL COMMERCIAL

• Flexible development conditions are required for 

retail commercial development. Timing, scale and 

store types will evolve as dictated by consumer and 

tenant demand. For example, restrictive store type 

provisions may provide challenges with tenancy due to 

surrounding competition for speciality retail. 

• As the majority of retail commercial space at the Site will 

likely be provided in a mixed-use format, from a design 

perspective, it will be critical to ensure that universal 

retail commercial design considerations are put in place. 

Specifically, these design considerations relate to: 

1. Standardized store sizes with ~20 of frontage;

2. Visible and recognizable signage;

3. Transparent store frontages;

4. Appropriate door spacing to facilitate shopping flow; 
and,

5. Reduced conflicts between residential & retail 
commercial uses. 

• Cooperate with ride-hailing service providers to 

develop designated pick-up and drop off locations for 

the purpose of improving access to retail commercial 

tenants that are anticipated to attract frequent customer 

visitation, such as a supermarket or restaurants. 

• Prioritize public realm investments to produce spaces 

that have the opportunity to hold regular or specialized 

programmed events. Regular public programing, such 

as a street festival, is a unique way to engage and 

promote local retailers and increase pedestrian traffic.

1.3 RECOMMENDED ACTIONS  
 AND POLICIES

ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT STRATEGY 
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• Review of Location and Accessibility 
Characteristics	– TER reviewed the Site in terms 

of its accessibility, visibility, surrounding land 

uses, as well as the existing and proposed road 

and transit network in the vicinity of the Site. This 

review concluded with commentary regarding the 

Site’s appropriateness for sustained office and retail 

/ services uses. For the purposes of this report, retail 

and service space is referred to as “retail commercial”. 

• Review	of	Surrounding	Retail	Commercial	&	Office	
Space	– A qualitative review of retail commercial 

and office space surrounding the Site. This review 

determined the type and quality of surrounding retail 

commercial and office space. 

• Delineation of Surrounding Market Area and Local 
Area	–	For the purpose of this analysis, a surrounding 

Market Area and Local Area have been delineated. 

The Market Area was delineated for the purpose of 

assessing the competitive office and retail commercial 

environment surrounding the Site. The Local Area was 

delineated to examine the specific retail commercial 

demand generated in the area surrounding the Site.

2.1 WORK PLAN

• Review	of	Surrounding	Development	Activity	– 
Active commercial and residential development 

applications within the Market Area were analysed in 

order to determine existing and proposed development 

activity. 

• Market	Area	Demographic	Composition	– The 

socio-economic characteristics of the Market Area were 

examined to determine the influence they will have on 

office and retail commercial opportunity at the Site.

• Office	Market	Opportunities	Analysis	–	City of 

Toronto Employment Survey data was used to identify 

office sector employment growth within the Market 

Area. This data was incorporated into our analysis 

regarding office employment growth in the Market 

Area, and to determine the opportunity for future 

office uses at the Site. 

• Retail	Commercial	Market	Opportunities	Analysis	–	
TER examined the demand generated by the proposed 

future population in the Market Area (including the 

Site) to quantify the amount and type of space that 

can be supported at the Site 15 on a per capita basis. 

The findings of the Economic Development Strategy 

are based on primary research, field inspections and a 

detailed market demand analysis. The study approach is 

outlined below in greater detail.

ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT STRATEGY 
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TER has studied the market opportunity for numerous 

proposed commercial developments, many of which are 

now in operation throughout the Province. TER understands 

the challenges associated with making forecasts and 

recognizes that deviations from historic patterns are 

likely to occur. Nonetheless, it remains our opinion that 

basic assumptions are necessary to conduct commercial 

opportunity studies such as this one in the City of Toronto. 

These basic assumptions are outlined below:

• The retail environment is in a constant state of 

evolution. The extent of changes in the retail 

environment have varying impacts on the resulting 

quantum, form and function of physical retail space. 

If future changes in the retail environment diverge 

significantly from the current environment, the 

conclusions of this report may require revision.

• The population forecasts are presumed to be accurate. 

If these forecasts prove to diverge significantly from 

the population levels realized, the conclusions of this 

report may require revision.

• All proposed major development applications in the 

Market Area and in the City, as appropriate, for which 

applications have been submitted to the City as of 

July 2019, have been recognized in the TER analysis. 

This Economic Development Strategy and its conclusions 

should be reviewed in light of these basic assumptions.

2.2 BASIC ASSUMPTIONS
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The Site is located at the northeast corner of Park Lawn 

Road and Lake Shore Boulevard West, in south Etobicoke. 

It compromises 27 acres and was formerly home to the 

Christie Cookie manufacturing facility. The Site and the 

lands that surround it are illustrated in Figure 3-1: 

The surrounding land uses are described below:

• North: along the north side of the property is the GO 

Transit Lakeshore West rail line and the Gardiner 

Expressway. Further north across the Gardiner 

Expressway is the Ontario Food Terminal and a retail 

commercial centre anchored by a Sobeys supermarket;

• South: across Lake Shore Boulevard is Humber Bay 

Shores, which includes numerous existing, under 

construction and proposed residential towers. Further 

south and east is Lake Ontario; 

3.1 LOCATION AND ACCESSIBILITY

• East: across Lake Shore Boulevard West are various 

residential towers; 

• On the southeast corner of Lake Shore Boulevard West 

and Park Lawn Road, across from the Site, is Eau Du 

Soleil Condominiums. This development is currently 

under construction and includes 2 residential towers of 

48 and 66 storeys and includes approximately 43,000 

square feet of commercial space;

• West: across Park Lawn Road at Lake Shore Road is 

Westlake Village, a mixed-use development including 

four high-rise towers. The towers range from 42 to 

48 storeys. Westlake Village includes approximately 

60,000 square feet of commercial space including a 

Metro supermarket, Shoppers Drug Mart, TD Canada 

Trust, Scotiabank and a dental office;

• To the north of Westlake Village is Key West, a 

residential tower with a 7,000 square foot, 2 storey 

commercial building fronting onto Park Lawn Road; and,

• West of Key West, to the south of the GO rail line, is 

South Beach Condos and Lofts, which includes two 

residential towers and a commercial building fronting 

onto Park Lawn Road.

For the purpose of this Economic Development Strategy, 

it is essential to review the Site in terms of its local and 

regional accessibility, visibility and surrounding land uses. 

It is the purpose of this section of the report to determine 

the suitability of the Site for sustainable commercial uses 

from a market demand perspective.

ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT STRATEGY 
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The Site is prominent in terms of its accessibility and 

visibility. It has extensive frontage onto the Gardiner 

Expressway, which provides exposure to more than 

200,000 vehicles per day. Access from the west along the 

Gardiner Expressway is provided via the Park Lawn Road 

exit. Access from the east along the Gardiner Expressway 

is provided via the Lake Shore Boulevard exit. There is 

direct access to the Gardiner Expressway provided to the 

east of the Site. 

3.2 ACCESSIBILITY

Lake Shore Boulevard is a multi lane road, with 

streetcar tracks, in the vicinity of the Site. Furthermore, 

signalization is provided at Park Lawn Road and Lake 

Shore Boulevard West, and at Brookers Lane and Lake 

Shore Boulevard West to the east of the Site. 

In terms of public transportation, a new GO Transit 

station along the GO Lakeshore West Line is proposed 

as part of the development planned for the Site. A new 
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GO Station would provide regional access to the Site, 

and direct exposure to more than 48,000 passengers on a 

typical weekday. 

Metrolinx has forecast that by 2031, ridership along the 

Lakeshore West Line will have increased by 113% from 

17.7 million annually in 2017 to 37.8 million annually 

by 2031. This anticipated increase in ridership will be 

due to system improvements such as electrification 

and increased train service. Metrolinx’s GO expansion 

objectives include two-way all-day service between Union 

Station and Hamilton with fifteen-minute service between 

Union Station and Burlington.

The Site is also adjacent to the Humber Bay streetcar 

loop, providing access to the 501 Queen streetcar line, 

which connects to downtown Toronto to the east and 

Long Branch GO Station to the west. The 501 Queen 

streetcar line is the longest line in the TTC and carries 

55,100 passengers per day as of 2017. There is also a TTC 

bus route along Park Lawn Road, offering more limited 

connectivity to the north. Transit improvements are 

planned, including those that support the transition from 

streetcar to GO transit.

Access to rapid transit is critical for developing and 

sustaining employment uses over the long term as it is 

an important factor for attracting major office tenants and 

talent. The 2018 City of Toronto Employment Survey found 

that top employment areas within the City of Toronto 

are located in areas near rapid transit networks, such as 

Downtown, or major post-secondary institutions. Office 

employment is a major driver of transit use emphasizing 

the importance of access. 

ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT STRATEGY 
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The Site is well located for future commercial uses from 

the perspective of market demand. Specifically, the Site 

is highly visible and accessible on both a regional and 

local level. Future transportation improvements including 

a proposed GO Station at the Site will further improve the 

Site’s regional accessibility. On a local level, the Site is 

currently served by both public and private transportation 

methods and transit and road improvements are planned.

Furthermore, the Site is surrounded by a rapidly 

developing concentration of residential uses. This 

continued residential growth will contribute to the market 

demand for commercial uses on the Site. 

3.3 SITE AND SURROUNDINGS      
 SUMMARY
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The Market Area, as defined in this report, refers to the 

geographic area within which future commercial uses at 

the Site will primarily compete. The Market Area defines 

the geography in which competitive existing and proposed 

office and retail commercial space was examined. 

In general terms, the Market Area highlighted within this 

report recognizes a number of factors, including:

• The locational, access and visibility characteristics of 

the Site;

• The size and type of the proposed commercial 

components at the Site;

• The locations of other major commercial 

concentrations of office and retail commercial space;

4.1 MARKET AREA AND LOCAL  
 AREA DEFINITIONS

• Physical barriers such as major roads, railways and 

natural features; 

• Travel distance and driving times; and,

• The professional experience of TER. 

The Local Area, as defined in this report, refers to the 

area immediately surrounding the Site that is forecast 

to provide the majority of local serving retail commercial 

demand. The Local Area was defined by examining 

existing market conditions, the surrounding development 

applications as well as quantifying a 5-minute drive time 

around the Site. 

The total market influence attributable to commercial 

developments often extends over a wide geographic area 

and may be difficult to define with an absolute degree of 

certainty. For the purpose of this Economic Development 

Strategy, TER has delineated a Market Area and a Local 

Area. TER has defined a Market Area for the purpose of 

assessing the competitive office and retail commercial 

environments, and a Local Area to more specifically 

assess the appropriateness and demand for retail 

commercial uses on the Site. 

ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT STRATEGY 
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The Market Area for commercial development at the Site 

is shown on Figure 4-1. The Market Area and can be 

generally defined as Lake Ontario to the south; Etobicoke 

Creek to the west; Bloor Street West, Dundas Street 

West and the CP Railway corridor to the north; and, the 

CP Railway/Metrolinx corridor, Lansdowne Street and 

Jameson Avenue to the east. 

4.2 THE DELINEATED MARKET AREA AND   
 LOCAL AREA

The Local Area can be generally defined as Lake 

Ontario to the south; Royal York Road to the west; The 

Queensway, Delroy Drive, Berry Road and Ormskirk 

Avenue to the north; and Coe Hill Drive and Ellis Avenue 

to the east. 
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This section of the report examines the existing socio-

economic conditions that will influence the future retail 

commercial opportunity at the Site. Figure 4-2, on the 

following page illustrates the general socio-economic 

characteristics of Local and Market Area residents 

benchmarked to the City of Toronto. The following 

characteristics have been noted: 

• A large share (79.1%) of households within the Local 

Area are comprised of small family sizes of 1-2 persons. 

This is likely due to the Local Area being comprised 

of predominantly high-rise condominium development 

along Humber Bay Shores surrounding the Site. This 

trend is also true for the Market Area (70.0%);

• Average household income within the Market Area is 

higher than the City of Toronto overall (~$125,000 vs. 

$114,000), while Local Area average household income 

is slightly lower at ~$108,000;

• Annually, Market Area residents spend approximately 

$4,957 on speciality and destination type goods such 

as Household Furnishing & Electronics, Clothing, 

Shoes & Accessories, and Miscellaneous Retail goods. 

Conversely, an average City of Toronto resident spends 

$4,082 annually on these goods. As such Market Area 

residents spend approximately 18% more on specialty 

and destination goods; 

4.3 MARKET AREA AND LOCAL AREA    
 DEMOGRAPHIC REVIEW 

• Market Area residents spend approximately $6,307 

annually on food-oriented goods and services which 

include food stores and restaurants. An average City of 

Toronto resident spends $5,417 on food-oriented goods 

and services. As such, Market Area residents spend 

approximately 14% more on food-oriented goods and 

services; and, 

• In regard to other convenience-oriented goods, such 

as Pharmacy & Personal Care, Market Area residents 

spend approximately $1,690 annually while an average 

City of Toronto resident spends $1,423.

Overall, the Market Area is comprised of predominantly 

small family households. On average, Market Area 

residents are spending approximately 18% more on 

specialty goods and 17% more on convenience-oriented 

goods compared to the average City of Toronto resident. 
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The existing and proposed development potential within 

the Market Area will have a significant influence on the 

opportunity for sustained commercial employment at the 

Site. The Local Area provides a more in-depth analysis 

of retail commercial demand in the surrounding area and 

the influence this demand will have on commercial uses 

proposed at the Site. 

4.4 MARKET AREA AND LOCAL AREA    
 SUMMARY
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The Building Owners and Managers Association 

International (“BOMA”) has created a subjective quality 

rating of buildings which indicates the competitive ability 

of each building to attract similar types of tenants. A 

combination of factors including rent, building finishes, 

system standards and efficiency, building amenities, 

location / accessibility and market perception are used 

as relative measures. The BOMA standards have been 

adopted by the commercial real estate industry and are 

incorporated into this report. 

The BOMA definitions for the three office space classes 

are outlined below:

• Class A: The most prestigious buildings with 

the most amenities in the best locations. They 

generally are the most attractive buildings built 

with the highest quality materials and construction 

methods. Additionally, these buildings usually have a 

professional manager, good access, and are typically 

located in highly visible areas on high traffic streets. 

Due to their exceptional quality, Class A Buildings 

are usually leased to reputable tenants at the highest 

rental rates in the market.

• Class B: These buildings are a grade below Class 

A. Generally, they are slightly older buildings with 

good management and quality tenants. It is not 

uncommon for value-added investors to target these 

5.1 OFFICE SPACE CLASSIFICATIONS

buildings with the intention of renovating them back 

into Class A buildings. Class B buildings are well 

maintained overall and quite functional. Class B office 

buildings commonly have an acceptable curtain wall 

finish, adequate (but not state of the art) mechanical, 

electrical and safety and security systems, and a 

mid-quality level of interior finish. Class B buildings 

compete for a wide range of users at average rental 

rates for their market area.

• Class C: This is the lowest grade for useable office 

buildings. These office buildings are generally 

older and may be located on less desirable streets 

in older sections of the city, for example. Many of 

these buildings usually have higher than average 

vacancy rates for their market. Older, less desirable 

architecture, limited infrastructure and antiquated 

technology define these buildings. For these reasons, 

Class C buildings offer lower rental rates and can be 

more difficult to lease. 

This TER Report analyzes market demand for Class A 

office space. Office space contemplated for SASP 15 would 

be intended to be competitive with existing Class A 

office buildings. Data in this section of the report includes 

information provided by the City of Toronto and Colliers 

International. The Colliers International information 

incorporates the BOMA office space classifications.

The following two sections of this report examine the 

opportunity for office space at the Site. In order to identify 

the opportunities for office space at the Site, TER has 

conducted the following two analyses:

• Section 5 – Office Market Conditions – this section 

examines the scale and function of existing and 

proposed office space in the Market Area. Existing 

and proposed office space in the Market Area will 

influence the opportunity for office uses at the Site.

• Section 6 – Office Market Opportunities Analysis 

– this section examines the demand generated by 

future employment within the City and the Market 

Area. This analysis incorporates the surrounding 

competitive environment and site-specific factors. 
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Figure 5-1 summarizes the historic and current extent of 

all Class A & B office space in the Greater Toronto Area 

(“GTA”). This information is based on data provided by 

Colliers International.

As indicated in the graph, there has been significant growth 

in the GTA office market since 2001. Office space has 

increased from approximately 151 million square feet in 2001 

to 212 million square feet in 2019. These figures represent 

growth of over 3 million square feet per year. The majority of 

this increase has occurred in the City of Toronto.  

5.2 TORONTO AREA OFFICE MARKET    
 CONDITIONS
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Figure 5-2 presents information relating to buildings within 

and near the Market Area. As indicated in Figure 5-2, there 

are concentrations of Class A office space located at The 

West Mall and Dundas Street; Dundas Street and Kipling 

Avenue; Highway 427 and Burnhamthorpe Road; and 

Islington Avenue and Bloor Street. 

Figure 5-2 and Figure 5-3 provide greater detail about the 

office buildings in, and near, the Market Area.  

• Map Key 1, 2, 3 - The buildings indicated by Map Keys 

1, 2 and 3 comprise the West Metro Corporate Centre. 

These three buildings total approximately 500,000 square 

feet and were completed between 1985 and 1989.  

• Map Key 4 is the IC Savings Building, a 5-storey office 

building representing approximately 34,000 square 

feet of space. The IC Savings Building was completed 

in 2017 and is the only office building constructed in 

the Market Area in the last 25+ years. The IC Savings 

Building is the head office for IC Savings. 

• Map Keys 5 and 6 comprise the Dundas / Kipling 

Centre.  It is located near the Kipling Subway and GO 

5.3 MARKET AREA CONDITIONS  
 - CLASS A OFFICE SPACE

Transit station. There are two buildings in this cluster, 

5343 Dundas Street West, which is seven stories and 

was built in 1989 and 5353 Dundas Street West, which 

is five stories and was built in 1984. These buildings 

total approximately 213,000 square feet of office space. 

• Map Keys 7,8 and 9 is Bloor Islington Place. These 

buildings were completed in 1981 and comprise 

the largest cluster in the Market Area, totalling over 

800,000 square feet. 

• Map Keys 10, 11 and 12 indicate the buildings 

clustered near Highway 427 and Burnhamthorpe 

Road, outside of the Market Area. These three 

buildings total approximately 550,000 square feet. The 

buildings were completed between 1978 and 1982. 

Figure 5-3 indicates that there is approximately 1.6 

million square feet of Class A office space within the 

Market Area. There has been one new Class A office 

building of 34,000 square feet constructed in the Market 

Area since 1989. 
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There are five Class A office developments proposed in the 

Market Area. Four of the proposed office developments are 

located in proximity of Highway 427 with a fifth proposal 

at the intersection of Bloor Street West and Dundas Street 

5.4 OFFICE	DEVELOPMENT	PROPOSALS	–		
 MARKET AREA 

West. The five office developments proposed within the 

Market Area represent approximately 2.3 million square 

feet of space. 
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The following points summarize the office development 

applications within the Market Area.

• 2280 Dundas Street West – Choice Properties REIT 

is proposing to redevelop their property at the 

southeast corner of Bloor Street West and Dundas 

Street West. The property is currently occupied by a 

Loblaws supermarket, ancillary commercial uses, and 

a catholic secondary school. Choice Properties REIT 

is proposing to a mixed-use development including 

2,606 residential units, 273,000 square feet of retail 

commercial and 627,000 square feet of office space. 

The proposed redevelopment will accommodate 

approximately 3,600 jobs including 3,200 office jobs 

and 400 retail jobs according to the Master Plan. 

• 5415 Dundas Street West – Pinnacle International is 

proposing to redevelop a 5.1 hectare site approximately 

1 kilometre west of Kipling Avenue. The Pinnacle 

Etobicoke community will be composed of 9 mixed-

use towers including 2,900 residential units, 55,000 

square feet of retail commercial space, and 120,000 

square feet of office space. 

Phase 1 of Pinnacle Etobicoke, a 25 storey mixed-use tower, 

is currently under construction. Phase 1 will include 295 

residential units, 17,000 square feet of retail commercial 

space and 40,000 square feet of office space. Retail 

commercial space is located on the ground floor and with 

office space located primarily on the second and third floor. 

• 181 The West Mall – Starlight Investments is proposing 

to construct a 13 storey purpose built office building 

at The West Mall and Dundas Street West, adjacent 

Highway 427. The proposed office building will include 

240,000 square feet of space and surface parking. 

Starlight Investments currently operates Bloor Islington 

Place at 3300 Bloor Street West. Bloor Islington Place 

is the largest office complex in the Market Area 

offering 800,000 square feet of office space. 
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• 1750 The Queensway – FIMA Developments is 

proposing to redevelop a property at the northwest corner 

of The Queensway and North Queen Street, across from 

Sherway Gardens. The property is currently occupied 

by a retail commercial plaza including a Staples and 

LCBO. The proposed redevelopment will see three towers 

including 904 residential units, 370,000 square feet of 

retail commercial space, and 580,000 square feet of office 

space. The office component will primarily be located 

within purpose built mid rise office towers (6 Storeys). 

• 25 The West Mall – Cadillac Fairview is proposing 

a mixed-use redevelopment of Sherway Gardens, 

a 1.2 million square foot enclosed shopping centre. 

The proposed redevelopment will retain the existing 

shopping centre and add eight mixed-use towers. The 

development will accommodate 2,382 residential units, 

60,000 square feet of retail commercial space, and 

783,000 square feet of office space. Office space will be 

located within two office towers connected by a podium. 

The office towers will be 20 storeys. Sherway Gardens is 

located at adjacent the QEW, Highway 427 and Gardiner 

Expressway. There is access to public transit in the form 

of bus routes and the Long Branch GO Train Station 

approximately 4 kilometres to the south. 

It is noted that the Site possesses locational and 

accessibility characteristics that make it superior to the 

other proposed development sites in the Market Area. The 

Site is the only location in the Market Area that includes 

both major highway access in conjunction with a regional 

transit station. As such, it is anticipated that the Site will 

be considered as one of the preeminent office locations in 

the Market Area. 
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The Greater Toronto Area office market is robust and has 

increased in scale significantly in recent years. Office 

space has increased from 151 million square feet in 2001 

to 212 million square feet in 2019. 

There are five office developments proposed within the 

Market Area that include a significant office component. 

The five developments represent approximately 2.3 million 

square feet of office space, which is a relatively small 

component of the GTA office market. The Site’s location 

and accessibility characteristics will reinforce its market 

opportunity and sustainability as an office commercial site. 

5.5 OFFICE MARKET CONDITIONS     
 SUMMARY
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The City of Toronto has undertaken extensive analysis 

relating to future employment. Based on this employment 

forecast, TER has forecast office demand. This forecast is 

summarized below in Figure 6-1. 

As indicated in Figure 6-1, total employment in the City of 

Toronto was estimated at 1.69 million employees in 2016. 

Total employment is forecast to increase to 1.78 million by 

2021 and further to 1.94 million by 2041.

Based on City of Toronto information, “major office 

employment” is estimated at 675,000 employees in 2016. 

The City of Toronto defines major office employment as 

office type employment located in free standing buildings 

of more than 20,000 square feet. Major office employment 

6.1 OFFICE SPACE CLASSIFICATIONS

in the City of Toronto is forecast to increase from 675,000 

employees in 2016 to 738,200 employees by 2021 and 

further to 896,200 employees by 2041. 

It is assumed that the amount of floor space per 

employee will be reduced in existing office buildings as 

the existing buildings are renovated / modernized. As 

such, the current inventory of office space will be able 

to accommodate a percentage of forecast growth. TER 

has adopted the assumption that existing office space 

will accommodate approximately 10% more employees 

over the forecast period, based on Hemson Consulting 

Ltd. Planning Downtown – The Outlook for Office & 

Institutional Employment to 2041. 

This section of the report summarizes the TER office 

market opportunities analysis. The analysis presents 

overall market demand for office space in the City 

of Toronto, then contrasts this demand with office 

development proposals and provides an estimate of 

warranted demand for office space at the Site. 
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A ratio of 215 square feet per employee has been 

estimated based on Hemson Consulting Ltd. Planning 

Downtown – The Outlook for Office & Institutional 

Employment to 2041. This figure is considered to be a 

relatively high employment density, when compared to 

other locations in the GTA and elsewhere in Canada. It 

is reflective of the comparatively high rents that exist in 

many Toronto office buildings. These higher rents typically 

result in more effective use of space and ultimately, 

lower office space per employee ratios compared to other 

municipalities. 

Total major office employment to be accommodated in 

new space in the City of Toronto is forecast at 670,700 

square feet between 2016 and 2021. At a ratio of 

approximately 215 square feet per employee, this growth 

represents demand for 13.6 million square feet of office 

space, from 2016 to 2021. 

Similarly, further increases are warranted in the future. 

Office space is forecast to increase by 29.6 million square 

feet by 2031 and 47.6 million square feet by 2041. 
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There is approximately 1.6 million square feet of Class A 

office space located in the Market Area. This 1.6 million 

square feet represents approximately 1.3% of the total 

Class A office supply in the City of Toronto in 2019. 

Figure 6-2 summarizes the analysis of warranted Class A 

office space in the Market Area. This analysis assumes 

that the Market Area share of the total office demand in 

the City of Toronto increases in the future. This analysis 

indicates that warranted space ranges from 340,000 

square feet in 2021 to 3.1 million square feet in 2041.

6.2 MARKET AREA OFFICE DEMAND    
	 FORECASTS	–	ANALYSIS

We note that these figures represent total demand at all 

potential locations within the Market Area, not only at 

the Site. Furthermore, we note that a minor change in 

the share of office space represented by the Market Area 

will result in significant variation in the amount of office 

space warranted. However, this analysis is considered to 

represent a reasonable estimate of forecast demand for 

office space in the Market Area, based on market demand 

parameters.
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There is warranted demand for 3.1 million square feet of 

office space within the Market Area by 2041, under the 

assumptions of the analysis provided above. There is 

currently 2.3 million square feet of office space proposed 

within the Market Area. This results in market demand 

for an additional 800,000 square feet of office space within 

the Market Area by 2041. The current concept plan for the 

Site includes 511,000 square feet of office space. Therefore, 

there is demand for additional office space, beyond what 

is proposed at the Site, by 2041. 

6.3 SITE SPECIFIC OFFICE DEMAND     
	 FORECASTS	–	ANALYSIS

There is market demand for new office space in the 

Market Area and there is considerable new office 

competition proposed. It is noted that the Site possesses 

locational and accessibility characteristics that make it 

superior to the other proposed development sites in the 

Market Area. The Site is only location that includes both 

major highway access in conjunction with a regional 

transit station. As such, it is anticipated that the Site will 

be considered one of the preeminent office locations in the 

Market Area. 
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This analysis has identified opportunities for sustained 

office employment and investment. The Toronto office 

market has grown significantly since 2001, however, there 

has been minimal office development within the Market 

Area over the past 25 years. This report forecasts demand 

for approximately 3.1 million square feet of office space 

within the Market Area by 2041. There is currently 2.3 

million square feet of office space proposed within the 

Market Area resulting in demand for additional office 

space, beyond what is proposed at the Site, by 2041. 

The locational and access characteristics of the Site will 

contribute to its ability to compete successfully with the 

other office buildings proposed. 

6.4 OFFICE OPPORTUNITIES ANALYSIS   
 SUMMARY
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Based on Ryerson University’s Centre for the Study of 

Commercial Activity (CSCA) retail commercial database, 

inspections completed by TER, along with available 

development application data from 2016 to 2019, there is 

an estimated 8.1 million square feet of retail, service and 

vacant space within the Market Area.

Figure 7-1, on the following page, illustrates the 

concentration of retailers and major national tenants in 

various nodes and centres within the Market Area. The 

following observations are made with respect to the 

Market Area retail commercial hierarchy:

• The dominant concentration of retail commercial space 

within the Market Area is CF Sherway Gardens and its 

surrounding area. CF Sherway Gardens is an 1,182,000 

square foot industry leading, super-regional enclosed mall 

containing a major concentration of upscale destination 

and specialty retailers. Sherway Gardens anchors a 

broader retail commercial node, and is surrounded by 

retailers such as Walmart, Home Depot, Best Buy, Saks 

OFF 5th and SAIL. This area is a specialty destination 

retail commercial node and attracts shoppers from 

throughout the GTA and beyond (Map Key 1);

• There is a concentration of big box retailers along 

The Queensway, east of CF Sherway Gardens, near 

The East Mall. This concentration contains big box 

retailers such as IKEA, that have large customer 

7.1 EXISTING MARKET AREA RETAIL    
 COMMERCIAL HIERARCHY

draws. This concentration also contains traditional big 

box stores such as Canadian Tire, Lowe’s (Map Key 3); 

• Further east along the Queensway, are other specialty 

big box retailers such as Costco (Map Key 12);

• With respect to existing immediate competition, the 

Site is adjacent to Westlake Village. Westlake Village 

is a mixed-use development with a 60,000 square foot 

retail commercial component opposite the Site at the 

corner of Park Lawn Road and Lake Shore Boulevard. 

Westlake Village is anchored by a Metro, LCBO and 

Shoppers Drug Mart. (Map Key 18);

• There are several local serving, community and 

neighbourhood sized shopping centres anchored by 

supermarkets within the Market Area. The closest 

of which is located 350 metres from the Site at 125 

The Queensway. This 106,000 square foot plaza is 

anchored by a Sobeys supermarket (Map Key 8); and,

• The Market Area also contains a number of 

traditional retail commercial strips. These strips are 

predominantly located along the City’s major avenues 

such as Lake Shore Boulevard West, The Queensway 

and Bloor Street West. These retail commercial strips 

are mainly comprised of a mix of independent and 

chain convenience shopping stores with a selection of 

specialty stores dispersed within them.

The following sections examine the opportunity for retail 

commercial space at the Site. In order to identify the 

opportunities for sustained retail commercial demand on 

the Site, TER has conducted the following analyses:

• Section 7 – Market Area Retail Commercial Space – this 

section examines the scale and function of existing retail 

commercial space in the Market Area. The function of 

existing retail commercial space in the Market Area will 

influence the opportunity and market positioning of the 

retail commercial component at the Site.

• Section 8 – Retail Commercial Market Opportunities 

Analysis – this section examines the demand 

generated by the proposed future population in the 

Local Area and identifies per capita retail commercial 

service levels for the Site by retail commercial category. 

This analysis is based on the surrounding competitive 

environment, demographic composition and site-

specific factors. As discussed in Section 4, the Local 

Area was delineated as it is forecast to provide the 

majority of local serving retail commercial demand. 
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There are currently 58 proposed development applications 

within the Market Area that contain a retail commercial 

component. There are two developments within the 

Market Area that are proposing over 100,000 square feet of 

retail commercial space.

7.2 MARKET AREA PROPOSED RETAIL    
 COMMERCIAL SPACE

The scale of retail commercial space proposed at these 

sites will likely result in competition with the development 

proposed at the Site. The below Figure 7-2 illustrates the 

locations of these competing developments in the context 

of the Site. It is noted that neither proposal is located 

within the Local Area.
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1. 1750	The	Queensway	–	Located just north of CF 

Sherway Gardens, this site is currently occupied by 

a single storey retail commercial centre anchored by 

a Staples store. Fima Developments has proposed to 

redevelop the site with 904 residential units along 

with 367,000 square feet of retail commercial space 

and 577,000 square feet of office space. 

2. 2280	Dundas	Street	West	– Located at the southeast 

corner of Dundas Street West and Bloor Street West, 

across from Dundas West Station, this site is currently 

occupied by a single store retail commercial centre 

anchored by a Loblaws supermarket. Choice Properties 

REIT has proposed to redevelop the site with site with 

2,606 residential units along with 273,000 square feet 

of retail commercial space and 627,000 square feet of 

office space. 
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The Market Area contains a broad mix of retail commercial 

competition. Specifically, there is one of the most prominent 

shopping centres in Canada, CF Sherway Gardens, as well 

as several traditional retail commercial strips and grocery 

anchored developments in the Market Area. 

Furthermore, The Queensway is experiencing a 

significant amount of residential growth with associated 

retail opportunities. Given the large number of 

intensification opportunities along The Queensway, it 

is expected that over the medium-term, development 

applications will continue to be submitted to the City. 

The Queensway, particularly surrounding CF Sherway 

Gardens represents a competitive location for retailers 

assessing alternatives to the Site for future store locations.

7.3 MARKET AREA RETAIL        
 COMMERCIAL SPACE SUMMARY

In terms of higher order speciality retailing, the Site is 

in proximity to CF Sherway Gardens, and the major 

retail commercial concentrations that surround it. This 

concentration of speciality and destination type retail 

commercial space will influence the ability of the Site 

to attract and develop a significant concentration of 

speciality retailers. 
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Figures 8-1 and 8-2 illustrate development applications  

in the Local Area and their proposed / under construction 

units, estimated population and associated commercial 

space. 

• There are 21 residential / mixed-use developments 

proposed, approved or under construction in the 

Local Area. These developments account for 10,448 

residential units and an estimated population of 18,260 

persons at build out;

• In addition to these Local Area developments, TER has 

also added the potential residential developments on 

the Subject Site, estimated to be approximately 7,500 

units, translating into approximately 13,000 persons;

• Overall, the residential development planned in the 

Local Area is anticipated to add 31,300 persons to the 

Local Area. For the purpose of this analysis, TER has 

assumed that all of the developments, including the 

Site, would be completed and occupied by 2028;

• There is a retail commercial component planned 

within 15 of the 21 proposed developments projects. 

Overall, there is approximately 314,700 square feet of 

retail commercial space associated with the various 

developments proposed within the Local Area;

• The average size of the retail commercial components 

is approximately 21,000 square feet. Based on the 

sizes of the proposed commercial components, it is 

8.1 LOCAL AREA POPULATION GROWTH

anticipated that most of the commercial developments 

will have a locally oriented-convenience function. 

• The only larger-scale retail commercial component 

proposed in the Local Area is the 75,900 square 

feet of retail commercial space proposed at the 

Dunpar Development at 39 Newcastle Street. The 

39 Newcastle Street development is planned to be 

anchored by a supermarket, and therefore will also 

have a convenience orientation. For comparison 

purposes, the Westlake Village retail commercial 

component is approximately 60,000 square feet.

For the purposes of this analysis, TER has utilized the 

estimated future population growth of 31,300 persons 

to establish the warranted demand at the Site. This 

demand is over and above that created by the existing 

population of approximately 43,300 persons. TER has also 

accounted for the commercial components of the proposed 

developments under construction which will also absorb 

some of the warranted demand. 

In addition to the warranted demand from population 

growth, TER has taken into account the surrounding 

competitive environment, as discussed previously in 

Section 7 and the socio-economic characteristics of 

the Market Area outlined in Section 4. TER has also 

recognized into demand from future office workers at the 

Site, as analyzed in Section 6 of this report. 

TER has utilized a residual analysis to assess the demand 

for retail commercial uses at the Site. Given the phased 

approach of development at the Site, TER has forecast 

that new residents will contribute significantly to the 

future retail commercial demand at the Site. The Local 

Area was delineated for the purposes of this analysis, as 

it is forecast to provide the majority of local serving retail 

commercial demand. 

A residual analysis is considered as a conservative 

approach, as it assesses the demand generated by 

growth and does not account for transfers of demand from 

existing retailers.
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The results of the residual analysis are summarized 

on Figure 8-3 on the following page. The following 

observations are made with respect to Figure 8-3:

• Overall, the new residents in the Local Area will 

generate demand for approximately 1.21 million square 

feet of retail commercial space;

• It is the opinion of TER that approximately 49% of this 

demand or 591,000 square feet can be accommodated 

in the Local Area. The Local Area capture rate is 

based on the fact that a significant portion of Local 

Area residents’ specialty expenditures will be made at 

regional retail commercial nodes outside of the Local 

Area, such as CF Sherway Gardens and throughout the 

GTA. In addition, expenditures made at large format 

stores such as Building & Home Improvement Centres 

will also be made at locations outside of the Local Area.

• Based on various inflow factors for individual 

categories and recognizing the proposed office 

component at the Site, TER has assumed that there 

would be an average inflow of 29% over the various 

retail commercial categories. This inflow results in an 

increase to total warranted retail commercial space 

in the Local Area of 835,000 square feet based on the 

addition of 31,300 persons and inflow support from 

visitors or future employees; and,

8.2 LOCAL AREA WARRANTED RETAIL    
 COMMERCIAL SPACE

• As illustrated in Figure 8-1, there is approximately 

314,700 square feet of retail commercial space 

proposed in the Local Area. Assuming all of this space 

is developed and leased1, there would be demand for 

up to 520,300 square feet of retail commercial space 

in the Local Area, beyond the amount proposed 

elsewhere in the Local Area.

• There is warranted demand for 835,000 square feet 

of retail commercial space within the Local Area by 

2028, under the assumptions of the analysis provided 

above. There is currently 314,700 square feet of retail 

commercial space proposed within the Local Area. 

This results in market demand for an additional 

520,300 square feet of retail commercial space within 

the Market Area by 2028. The current concept for the 

Site includes 421,000 square feet of retail commercial 

space. Therefore, there is demand for additional retail 

commercial space, beyond what is proposed at the 

Site, by 2028. 

1As	a	simplifying	assumption,	TER	has	assumed	that	100%	of	the	
proposed space in the Local Area would be supported by Local Area 
residents	and	therefore	TER	has	accounted	by	the	entire	space.
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This analysis has identified opportunities for sustained retail 

commercial employment and investment. There is significant 

growth forecast for the Local Area. Including new residents 

proposed at the Site, population growth of 31,300 persons is 

anticipated.

This new population can support an additional 1,216,000 

square feet of retail commercial space, of which TER 

expects approximately 591,000 square feet can be supported 

in the Local Area. When accounting for inflow, this 

8.3 RETAIL COMMERCIAL MARKET     
 OPPORTUNITIES ANALYSIS      
 SUMMARY

warranted space increases to 835,000 square feet. There 

are development applications proposing approximately 

314,700 square feet in the Local Area and therefore, up to 

approximately 520,300 square feet could be accommodated 

in the Local Area.  There is 421,000 square feet of retail 

commercial space proposed at the Site. Therefore, there is 

demand for additional retail commercial space, beyond what 

is proposed at the Site. 
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& POLICIES: BACKGROUND
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9.2 Retail Commercial Component 58
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9.1.1 PRIORITIZE CAPITAL INVESTMENTS IN 
TRANSIT INFRASTRUCTURE

Transit development on / near the Site is critical for 

employment growth, particularly major office employment. 

Transit, specifically higher order transit, is an important 

factor for attracting major office tenants and talent. 

From the perspective of the Site, higher order transit will 

be needed in order to provide the Site with the necessary 

accessibility characteristics to develop into a successful 

office node. Transit will have a direct influence on the 

ability of the Site to support office development. As a 

result, transit investments should be prioritized and made 

expeditiously.

A GO Transit station, as contemplated, would provide 

the Site with direct access to Toronto’s downtown, and 

communities to the west. Furthermore, access along 

the Lakeshore West line would provide exposure to 

approximately 48,000 passengers per day, a ridership 

figure that is set to increase by over 100% to 2031.

9.1 OFFICE COMPONENT

9.1.2 COMMERCIAL USES WILL FOLLOW 
RESIDENTIAL DEVELOPMENT

Future major office and retail commercial space typically do 

not lead development patterns. In most cases, residential 

development is the catalyst for commercial development. 

In the development context of the Site, while there is 

demand for both major office space and retail commercial 

space within the Market Area, there is also significant 

amount of commercial competition proposed. We note that 

residential development is supportive of the commercial 

component, particularly the retail commercial component. 

It will be important for the residential component to lead 

the development of the Site until there is a sufficient 

critical mass of residential and retail uses to support 

office uses. At the Site, commercial development should 

be encouraged, yet not restricted to an initial phase of 

development. 

9.1.3 PUBLIC REALM & AMENITY INVESTMENTS 

Future major office space at the Site should be supported 

with public realm and amenity investments. These 

amenities can include public spaces, parks, fitness facilities, 

day care, community & recreational centres, in addition to 

an array of convenience-oriented retailers and services. 

Providing an adequate mix of amenities is critical to 

attracting prospecting office tenants, and their respective 

talent away from more established markets such as 

downtown. This is especially the case when attracting 

tenants within the technology and innovation sector, who 

typically have younger employees that place greater value 

on workplace amenities and complete communities.

One of the goals of this TER Economic Development 

Strategy is to recommend actions and policies to attract 

businesses and support employment growth. In regard 

to commercial development at the Site, there are several 

areas in which the City can make policy adjustments to 

further enhance the development potential of the Site and 

ensure that commercial uses will be successful in the 

longer term. 
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9.2.1 FLEXIBLE TIMING, SCALE & TYPES

The timing, scale and store type requirements should be 

flexible at the Site, recognizing that the retail commercial 

component will develop over time as the surrounding 

market evolves. Specifically, despite the population growth 

planned for the Local Area, store type provisions for 

speciality and destination type retailers in at the Site may 

present challenges from a tenancy perspective due to the 

surrounding concentration of specialty retail commercial 

space, predominantly at the nearby CF Sherway Gardens. 

As a result of this nearby competition, TER expects that 

the retail commercial offering at the Site will initially be 

convenience oriented. However, as the market evolves 

there will be future opportunity for speciality retailers to 

locate at the Site. It is essential to allow for flexibility in 

the retail development program to provide opportunities 

for evolving retail concepts and designs.

9.2.2 EMPHASIZE MIXED-USE RETAIL COMMERCIAL 
DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS 

As the majority of retail commercial space at the Site will 

likely be provided in a mixed-use format, from a design 

perspective, it will be critical to ensure that universal 

retail commercial design considerations are put in place. 

Specifically, these design considerations relate to: 

Standardized Store Sizes

Most non-anchor retailers prefer rectangles, with around 

20 feet of frontage. As store sizes decline, the depths 

of retail commercial units have also been reduced. 

When store sizes and layouts become more complex, it 

is increasingly difficult for tenants, especially national 

chains, to accommodate their specific store needs within 

the space provided. Flexibility is important in the design 

stages of retail commercial development.

9.2 RETAIL COMMERCIAL COMPONENT

Signage

Signage is a critical component for successful retail 

commercial space in mixed-use developments. Many 

retailers have invested considerably in developing 

their branding and are focussed on promoting their 

standardized images in order to become more 

recognizable to prospective customers. Without adequate 

or recognizable signage, prospective customers can easily 

misinterpret the product or service is being marketed to 

them on first glace. Furthermore, a lack of signage can 

almost act as a deterrent against customers entering 

a business, as in many cases it can be difficult for a 

potential customer identify whether a unit contains a 

commercial business or private residence.

Transparent Storefronts

An open concept welcomes passing customers inside 

through providing a clear, prominent display of merchandise 

and services. Transparent storefronts enhance the curb 

appeal, value of the store, and the entire neighbourhood. 

Door Spacing

In multiple store frontages, door spacing is critical in 

order to facilitate shopping flow. Many historical retail 

commercial strips that have large levels of pedestrian 

foot traffic have close door spacing between stores. Close 

door spacing encourages shoppers to continue walking 

from store to store. Longer storefronts, especially for larger 

tenants can discourage the continuous flow of traffic from 

store to store, creating retail commercial spaces that are 

not walkable.
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Reduced	Conflicts	Between	Uses

Consideration must be given to factors such as odours, 

lighting and sound. The potential for conflicts will 

continue as food and beverage tenants increasingly 

become more popular in residential mixed-use buildings. 

These conflicts must be addressed in the preliminary 

design stages of a mixed-use development. 

Possible mitigations in order to reduce conflicts could 

be to include office or institutional uses directly above 

ground floor retail commercial uses. Additionally, 

developers could include a few levels of parking above the 

ground floor retail commercial uses. Both of these options 

allow for a softer transition to the residential uses above. 

9.2.3 DEDICATED RIDE-HAILING PICK-UP / DROP-
OFF POINTS

TER anticipates that the Site will be demised with new 

internal streets and blocks. 

Reflecting the location of the Site outside of downtown, 

retail commercial development at the Site will 

accommodate a blend of pedestrian and vehicular traffic. 

TER expects that private vehicular traffic will be serviced 

by predominantly underground parking provided at the Site.

Despite this provision for parking, consideration should 

be given to providing dedicated pick-up and drop-off 

locations for popular ride-hailing services such as Uber, 

Lyft and others, to provide customers utilizing ride-hailing 

services with orderly, and safe access to retail commercial 

tenants. TER recommends that these dedicated ride-

hailing spaces should be located close to anchor tenants, 

particularly those anticipated to attract frequent customer 

visitation such as a supermarket or restaurants.

9.2.4 PUBLIC REALM INVESTMENTS FOR 
PROGRAMMED EVENTS

Priority should be given to public realm investments that 

can be uses to generate spaces that have the opportunity 

to hold scheduled or specialized programming events. 

Regular public programming, in the form of a farmer’s 

market or street festival for example, can generate 

significant interest in local retailers and increase 

pedestrian foot traffic. 
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The Site is located in an area undergoing significant 

high-density redevelopment, and as a result, significant 

population growth. This Economic Development Strategy 

has indicated that as a result of this population growth, 

there is market demand for additional office and retail 

commercial space to be developed at the Site and 

supported in the future. 

As the redevelopment of the Site occurs, the focus of 

employment growth should be on attracting potential 

office tenants by making the Site competitive through 

investments in transportation and public infrastructure, 

and providing retail commercial space in a format that is 

conducive to mixed-use retail commercial success, and 

adaptable to changes in the marketplace. 

9.3 RECOMMENDED ACTIONS AND    
 POLICIES CONCLUSION

In order to enhance the likelihood of a successful and 

sustainable commercial component, it will be critical 

to ensure flexibility in the development process. The 

recommendations outlined in this Economic Impact 

Strategy will help ensure that the commercial component 

of the Site is competitive and can support sustained 

business and employment growth into the future.
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